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Preface

The establishment of the NCEAComMittee on Vio-
lence and Vandalism in the Schools came as the
'result of revelations emerging from the preliminary
report on school violence published by the judiciary
subcommittee investigating juvenile delinquency.
One commitment of the committee was to generate a
major paper on the subject of violence and vandalism
in schools. The purpose of the paper, as stated, was
not to demonstrate the significant $ffect of commu-
nity education-on the problem of vandalism (this, work
has been done elsewhere) but rather to inform'commu-
nity educators of the scope of. the problem, to offer
information concerning measures which have been taken
to address violence and vandalism in the schools, and

,finally to provide counsel as to the role a community
education coordinator or director might rightly. assume
in the pursuit of solutions to whatever iolence and
vandalisnrproblems exist in his specific jurisdiction.

In the year since the Bayh subcommittee report
was published, literally hundreds.pf pounds of infor-
mation, research and news have been generated on the
topic. It was the task of the _committee in the pre-
paration of the present paper to review as much of
this material as possible and to determine what of it
all might be relevant to our purposes,here. _The task
was accomplished, for the most part, by corresponden-
dence, which was somewhat awkward but which provided
each individual committee member with an opportunity
to make A pa'rticularly personal contributidn.

In addition to the Committee members, several
other persons deserve recognitio.i for their efforts

4 in regard to this document.' br. John Fallon was the
"INICEA Board Member who facilitated the establishment
.of this committed. Dr. Larry Decker and his wife,
Virginia, lent their editorial talents. Brook Jones

. typed the final manuscript and also helped editbri-
ally. And Dave Tonna-, Alabama State Department Com-
munity Education Specialist, provided considerable
information in regard to the nationl Safe Schools
Act. The printing of this document resulted from
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the exemplary cooperative effort of the National<
Community Education Association, the University,of.
tVirgie Mid-Atlantic Center for Community Education
and .t e Ball State University Institute for Community
Education Development.

Because of the demand for this publication, the
second px-inting was accomplished by the NCEA, which
also took on th task of distribution. Thanks to you
all.

/

Philip Deaver
Chairperson
NCEA School Violence

Committee
February 14, 1977
Murray, Kentucky
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INTRODIJOI:ION

In April of 1375, the Senate JudiciarySubcommit-

tee to Investigate JuveRile Delinquency released the
A,

results.of its 18-month studyon school violence and
r

vandalism. D.uring that spring and throughout the

summer, there was a veritably storm.of confusion and

concern beth in tfie medfia: and in the giant world of

public education. The eye of the storm was centered

on.the central findings of the subcommittee study

that in the three -year, period 1970 to 1973, the U. S.

taxpayer paid an annual $600 million to repair and

replace - equipment, and facilities vandalized in the

nation's schools. Seminars and workshops were held,

special publications prepared and a snowball effect

was set in motion, in which teachers and adm

trators finally came forth to publicly discu s the

full breadth of violence that seemed to be reigning

in the nation's schools. The juvenilqiwielinquency

subcommittee (chaired by Birch Bayh, D., Ind.) sched-

uled several hearings on'the topic and heard from a

vast range of interested organizations and informed

specialists. InforAtion was broadly disseminated,

most of it descriptive in nature: so many rapes in



New York schools, so many teacher assaults in Chi-A
41,

,cago, so many dollars damage in Houston, Philadel-

phia, Los Angele's; and it was carefully pointed out

that the problem was not isolated in'cities and sub-
.

urbs'but.was also rampant in rural Atherica.

Crizainologists, educators and sociologists

shared their ideas for solutions. Researchers
1

shared,their research. Legis tors continued to

have hearings and to collect data froro. everywhere.

But the whole storm of interest seemed to have rela-
-

tiverS, little effect on how things were going in the

school year 1975-76; while educators and legislators

were collecting data, many schools remained dangerous

and uneducative.

There was a persistent minority whicli continued

to,say that the whole matter was being blown out of

proportion,, that the studies were sensationalizing

data collected from a relatively few "problem",

,schools; maintaining that the schools were by. and

large safe, that the 'majority of school-aged children

felt secure-in theinipublid school classrooms, and

that education ',;as taking place as usual- The truth

was probably somewhere in between. Lihile there could

be little doubt that the matter was being blown out

of proportion, there also waswas - little doubt that



public education had a big and expensive problem

with school crime.

Those who allowed that there was a problem were
a

predictably divided in their thoughts on what to do

about it. There were the stop-gappers and the long-

range planners; the humanists and the security-

hardware typl's; the punashers and the rehabilitators;

those who would brave Over-caution to avoid precipi-

tousness and those who would brave precipitousness

for an early solution.. The-re were ttie consex

and the liberals, the pvgressiyes and the tradition7

alists. There were those who maintained that

regional solutions would be better adapted to spe-

icific4 problems and those who believed that one cen-

tral answer would serve fcr all. And ,there were

those whose basic topic was money: schools were,

ill-funded, violence was caused by'poverty, solutions

were too expensive, the trouble was that there just

wasn't enough money--what we needed was'more money

and then there would be less violence and vandalism.

What seemed to emerge clearly from the storm of

confusiori and concern was that th9re was no practical.

central answer to the problem. School violence and

;vandalism is a huge problem in i
/7

tself °and, at the

same time, are symptoms of problems which-reach even

-3-
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deeper into our.so6ietal fabric.

In the flist part of this study is a brief

report concerning the statistical information avail-

able from numerous studies. This information is
f

prm.mded td dem9nstrate the scope,of the problem, as

well 'as to give the community elucator a,digest of

the research that has been generated. Note that

much of this research 18 descriptivei there remains'
/

.

a basic void in the area of diagnostic and remedial
- .

research.

1he second part of the study discusses causes.

Often conflicting in nature, the expert opinions and

empirical reseaFEn on the causes of violence and van- ,

dalism should provide insight into the community edu-

cator's own local situation.

The third part of the study discusses solutions

that have been suggested and tried with a degree of
.

...
success. The community educator's role in the search

for Solutions is also discussed. Recommendations are

made for action research which community education

directors and coordinators, by virtue of their unique

position and role, can-accomplish toward solutions

which will benefit not only community education but

' all' hose lives today are affected by'violence and

vandalism in the schools of America.

-4-
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Within the footnotes section., sources are pro-

vided,
-ft

copplute with names and'addresses of drganil

nations which are, today, struggling to isolate,

diagnose and solve ,facets of this broad problem area:

A note on dpfinitions: 'violence and vandalism

are complex matters to define. In the literature

which this study reviews, it was discovered that the

bounds of the problem area were often not discussed.

In other cases, it was clear tha-what was classi-.

fled as vandalism in one study was classified differ-

ently or not at all in another. A question that con-
.

tinually came av 1,/.a the problem of wnere school vio-

lence or sci,o(51 crime stops and regular old street

crime or violence begins. For instance, in Detroit,,

two adult males strolled into a high school cafeteria

and robbed the cashier of $1,300. Was that school,

crime? Or was it crime in the .coNpunity which hapl-

pened 4o take place in the sChdol? It m4fters,

because a set of statistics from one school system

may classify it differently than anotnet, which.frus-

trates attempts to acquire accurate national data on

the'problem. Clearly, the defiriltional problem is

merely a surface issue, beneath which are issues of -

seemingly endless debate. For instance, where does

the school's reqponsibility end in the issue of

4



juvenile delipUnty? At what poLnt are matters of

discipline and punIsNient beyond the jurisdiction of

,school staff and a matter for local police? because

of definitional .problems throughout the problem area

discussed, the presentation relies

on the context of the ,study being reviewed and on

the reader's common sense of language in the matters

of definition. These are the same tools our commit-

tee had to use in culling the information' in the

first place.

-

-6-
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THE SCOPE OF THE PROW,EM

T4e fcillowing statistics dolnot tell the whol;e

story of' the scope of violence an1ndalism in the

schools as a national problem. For each rape of a

student or teacher and for eaca assault, there is a

psychological cost which filters throughout a student-
,

body, which results in aqminiqtrativecoppression and

4
reaction, and which takes an inestimab16,toll qn,the

educative climate minimally required_inorder for
A AF
public education to odour. It should suffice to say, -,,,

then,.that each statistic bdlow is accompnied by its

own :real -life horror story, and that it is. the ,com-

pounding of these events into an atmosphere of vio- At

-lence and destrUction i the everyday, environment of

our children which is the major concern.

,Bayh Subcommittee Preliminary Report. The sub-

, committee preliminary report was the result of an

18-month study in which 757 urban, suburban..and rural

school districts were surveyed for information about

school violence and vandalism during the,-three-year

peri,od of.1970 to 1973 (school years). The survey,

population covered 22'million of the nation's 45

millibn Publi.4 school students. The picture which

emerged was grim:

-7-
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- in 1973, in those 757 schools alone, 100
students were murdered;

over the period 1970-73', there was a 54.4% -
increase in the !lumber of dangerous, weapons
being.confiscated;

n each yeav, 70,1000 teachers were assaulted,
' and

7155,000'teachers had their property'mall-
ciously dam4ged;

- $.600,000.,00$0 educational dollars each year
were sunk into undoing the work of vandals
44 the schools (which is more than 42 of
the NO states spent oh elementary and second-
seCondary education in 1972).

In addition, the subcommittee had learned that:
f!,
in the period since 1962, juvenile crime
increased 246.5%;

e
- at present, persons under 25 commit 5,e' of

all violent crimes and 80% of all property
. crimes; (.7 rd

o cite.one specific case, Philadelphia
schools 'reported 27$ students assaultedkin
1974, a 38% increase Over the previous year.

- truancyxwas higher than ever, especially
'in urban districts (in fact, because of
truancy, plus the problem of dropouts,
pushbuts, suspensions and expulsions, it
was learned that on a given day 130 of the
student body in the Washington, J. C.
schools is not in class) (the NEA released
a 1974 statistic that 2,000,000 school-aged,
children are not in school at,/ all okld that
most of them live in the cit%es).,1

Fran the evidence gathered .in hearings and from

the survey date,'Subcommittee CAirperson'Birch Bayh

, 4concluded:

-8-
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It alarmingly apparent that school misbe-
havior and conflict within our school systeffi is
no longer limited to a fist fight between indi-
vidual students or an occasional general disrup-
ticin resulting from a specific incident.
Instead, our schools are experiencing serious
crimes of felonious nature, including brutal '

assaults on teachers and students, as well,as
rapes, extortions, burglaries, thefts and an
unprecedented wave of wanton destruction and

° vanaalism.2 S )

The fallowing are the results of the subcommit-

tee survey, along with the regional breakdown of the
141,k-

data:_ .

Regional Breakdown

A. Northeast

Connecticut New York'
Maine Pennsylvania
Massachusetts 1 Rhode Island
New Hampshire Vermont '

New Jersey

(A) Homicide increased by 20.1 percent;
(B) Rapes and attempt&I rapes increased by 37.9

percent;
(C) Robbery increased by 39.3 percent;
(D) Student assaults on students decreased by 2.2

percent;
(E) Burglary and larceny decreased by 2.9 percent;

(F) Weapons increased by 20.6 percent;
(G) Drugs and alcohol increased by 14.8 percent;
(H) Dropouts increased by 8.0 percent;
II) Vandalism decreased by 12.0'percent; and

Expulsions, decreased by 9,7 percent,

B. Northcentral

Illinois Missouri
Indiana Nebraska
_Iowa North Dakota
Kansas - , Ohio
Michigan South Dakota
Minnesota Wisconsin

ry



(A) Assaults on teachers in schools increased by
52.4 percent;

(B) Assaults on students in schools increased by
'20;5 percent;

(c) Number of weapons found in schools increased by
6.7 percent;

(D) Rapes and attempted rapes in schools increased
by 60 percent;

I

(E) Major acts of vandalism increased by 19.5 per-
cent;

(F) Drug and alcohol offenses in schools increased
by 97.4 percent, and

(G) Burglaries of school buildings increased by
2.1 percent.

C. South

Alabama
Arkansas
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana'
Maryland
Mississippi
North Carolina
Virgin Islands

Oklahoma
South Calolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
West Virginia
District of Col1m-
bia

Puerto Rico

'(A) Homzcide increased by 25.4 percent;
(B,) Rape and attempted rape increased by 2a.4 per -'

cent;
(C) Robbery increased by 51-7 percent;
(D) _Student assault on students increased by 27§.9

percent;
(E) Student assault on school personnel indleased,

`by,316.4 percent; and
(F) Burglary. and larceny increased by 28.1'percent.

Alaska
Arizona
California

Odolorado
awaii
Idaho
Montana
Nevada

4 New Mexico

P

D. , West

Oregon
Utah ,

Washington
q Wyoming

Guam
Ganal Zane
.Trust teltitories of

Pacific &'American
Samoa
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(A) Assaults on students creased 77.4 percent;
(B) Assaults on teachers ncreased 6.4 percent;
(C) Major acts of vandals m increased by 15.7 per-

cent;
(D) Robberies'ipereased by 98.3 percent;
(E) Burglaries increasee,by 2.7 percent;
(F) Rapes and attempted rapes increased by 5Z.3 per-

cent;
(G) Homicides increased by 26.6 percent, and ,

(H) Dr g offelises in schools increased by 18.1 per-

National Totals',-

(A) Homicides increased by 18.5 percent;
(B) Rapes and attempted rapes increased by 40.1 per-

- cent; 6 4'
(C) Robberies ihcr sed by 36.7 percent;
(D) Assaults on students increased by 85.3 percent;
(E) Assaults on.teac ers increased by 77.4 percent;'
(F) Burglaries of schdbl buildings increased.by

11.8 percent;
(G) Drug and alcohol offenses on school pi=operty

increased by 37.3 perce& and
(H) Dropouts increased by 11.7 percent.3,

It was this depressing statistical litany, in'-
c

the spring of 1975, which led to the recent national

furor over thg state of the nation's public schools.

At the end of this study, an address is provided,

where .those who are-interested can send for the sub-
..

committee report and depositions from the hearings.

Add to the subcommittee statistics the follow-
I 1

ing items:

4\ .

- .San Franc'isco, January, 1975: a Grand Jury
deterurines that "the most serious problem
,facing the city is the deteiioration of its
public school system."

- January, 1976: a Chicago suburb ed4erZences
$10,006-damagevoin a single week at the hands
of vandals;,



- A Virginia county experienced ,$30-6,974.06
worth of vandalism damage in 6he school year
,1974-75, an increase of 67,365.52 (28%)
over the ptcvious year

There were 444 assaults on teachers and
staff in the New York City schools in the
first five months of the 1974-75 school
year;

There was an 85.3 percent,increase in
assaults on students and a 77.4 percent
'increase on assaults on teachers between
1970 and 1973;

A Temple Uniliers.ity study showed that one
quarter of 5 -95 blacks interviewed felt
unsafe in schoo, half felt unsafe on
streetsi,near school' and more than half of
their mothers feared they would be
assaulted;

- A National Education Association study
showed'that'in the four years 1964 to
1968 the number of assaults on teachers
had, risen from 135 to 1,065.4 5

While the amount of data on the problem seems

endless, more is being gathered an. the time and

the statistics are not getting any better. At,a

time whentnoeducation dollar is shrinking, the costs

of this crisis situation border on the incalculable.

The cost .to repair and replace is one mater; but

the .roliqh cLimate of the schools (and the consequent 6

cost for gudrdsand sophisticated, security hardware)

is drawing dolldrs out of the instructional aqd qur-

ricular till. -And,, as mentioned, the cost in

, dollars may be the least of our worries wen com-

pared to the cost to the psyches,of our children

-12-
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and the damage this situation has done to their

educational progress.

Associations taking direct interest in the

problem. A broad range of associations and organi-

zations caine forward in the Bayh subcommittee

hearings.' Each,associationad organization had a

raft of statistical data toA)resent supporting many

general and many very specific notions about the

problem of violence and vandalism-inthe schools.

A spokesperson for the 1Itional Committee for

Citizens in Education called4fOr "a new kind of

parent-eddcator alliance whiC,h goes beyond fancy

'rhetoric." Further,.he.called,for collaboration

between the community, students and,educators. "Stu-

dents in many communities," he said; "zbw find it

pos-siblelt,to observe and help enforce school behavior

and policies because they helped develoP-them.

Mrs. Walt-et K,immel, president of the National

PTA, also emphasized that the problem is Complex and

that no solution cari be found without the concern,

and involvement of community leaders, school person-

nel, parents and students. Further, Mrs. Kimmel
yi

pointed out that parents and educators alike'Must

face the fact that 500,000 teenLagers are drinking

to excess, thalt the family unit is under Beige, and

-13-
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that, security hardwaie notwithstanding, solutions

Will not be reached before fundamental changes take

- place in'the*environment in which children grow up.
6

Marian Wright Edelman, of the Washington

Resear,ch Project's Children's Defense Fund, reported

on her organization's recent study, which found that

"the vast majority of suspensions (as school disci-

plinary measures) were fOr nonviolerit, nondangerous

reasons." Mrs. Edelman called to,ithe attention of

the subcommittee a somewhat different kind of vio-

lence in the schools -the violence of school systems

against children', whether it be in the matter of
1

depriving many children of their right to an educa-'

Lion through unnecessary suspensions or in the sys-

tem's fdllure to deal effectively with special prob -.

lems and nonconforming children. The Children's

Defense Fund study also revealed that suspensions of

blacks and other racial Minorities are vast.1y dis-

proportionate, as in the case of one school district

which, at one time or another, had suspended 64% of

its black students.?

A spokesperson for the New York Civil-Liberties

Union also defended students,.who, he said, were

often unfairly blamed for a situation beyond their

control. He insisted that "the educational and

-14-
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social failures of the schools are major contributors

to school violence . : . " He cited the abuse of the

practice of suspension and expulsion, the practice of

tracking "undesirables" into classes in which no 's

learning takes place, and the continuing problem of

the school's failure "to afford students the same
.

rights enjoyed by all other persons in our society.
"8

In contrast, Joseph I. Grealy of the Napdonal

Association of Schpol.Security Directors, listed

three primary caSes of school violence: a natural

rise reflecting the rise in adult and juvenile crime

in the society; lack of liscipline; and hesitancy to

recognize,,acknowj.edge and treat the problems of vio-

lence and vandalism in the schools. alsfsontions
- e

included the usual security hardware implementation

'recommendations, installing mobile homes on school,

sites to ward off vandal's ii bff=hours, and encour-.

.aging police patrols of school facilities in off

.

hours.
9

Robert E.-Phbay, professor of Public Law' at the

University of Nigth Carolina, testified in subcommit-

tee hearing's that high1schools with student popula-

tio s exceeding 1,200 adolescents become too large

to deal with the student as a' person. "Thus," he
. ,

said, "the large urban schools of 3,000 to 4,000

-15--
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students are programmed for high levels of serious

student misconduct and little can be done to avert

trouble." Phay also disparaged the use of suspen-
..

Sion and expulsion as a diVciplinary tool, explaining

that these practices 'only add to th* e .tuk.:lent'saca-

demic difficulties and his or her Consequent anger

or frustration. Like Mrs. Edelman, Phay had evidence

that schools with high suspension and expuloio.1 rates

also have a high intidence of violence and vand'a.lism.

/
Phay also said that there is very little evidence that

students returning from suspension had improved'behav7

for patterns: Phayis major contribution was the recom-
/

. mendation (in detail) for the establishment of conduct

codes authored.by the students themselves.
10

-

In December, 1975, the Council for Educational

Developthent and Research (CEDaR) centered its fifth
i

annual co \(1ference on the topic of violence in

schools. Many of those who had appeared before the

Bayh subcommittee also spoke at this symposium. The.

American Association of School Administrators was

represented, along with the National Educational

Association and the Americanfederationof Teachers,

the National AsSociation of Secondary School Princi-

pals and many others. In addition, there were new

organizatiofts andassociations participating.

-16-
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Many of the presentations and dialogues of the

CEDaR conference were specific and of. a problem-

solving nature. The National School Boards Associa-
S

tion, for instance, presented a statement which'

insisted tnat the elementary schools should properly

become' "family centered institutions,7in which par-

ents and educators work together wi!h childAn atan

early age in order to instill values crucial to curb-
,.

ing current societal problems.
ull

Kam, items which

were offered there will be.presented the follow-
'

ing pages. A major paper was delivered by James
.

McFartland and Edward McDill of the Center for Social

Organization of Schools, Johns HopkinS University.
P

This document serves as a point of departure for the
,--

second part of the study, concerned with causes.

-17-
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CAUSES OF THE PROBLEM'

Searching for reasons is a difficult matter

which often degenerates to a search for someone or.

some institution to blame. In addition, as we have

seen in the brief look at the scope of the problem,

school violence and vandalism is a complex, multi.-

faceted issue charged with,tlie emotions of angry

parents, worried administrators, frustrated teacher's

and confused communities. However, even if the prob-

leiii"Nqf diagnosis is difficult, it is no less neces-

sary.
/

McPartland and McDill (1975) set out in their'

study on-crime in the schools to discover whether ,

schools play a unique role in the problems of stu7-

'dent violence and.crime,or,whether the problem in

** 'schools is more propetly attending to factors in the

larger society* Ritterband and Silberstein (1973)

unhesitatingly concluded from their study that the

roots of the problem.are in Ameridan society, not in

failure of the schools. The judiciary subcommittee
1

preliminary report on school violence and vandalism

tended in the same direction:

In a certain sense the American school yard can
be viewed as merely a convenient.battleground
for the overall problem, of juvenile crime which
has increased by a staggering 245% over' the
last 13 years.ld
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In their conclusion, 1.1ePartland And McDili'saw

schools as "playing a big part- but not of the\same

magnitude as non-schdol factors." Their study

L. recommended various reforms, both for schools and

.
34 eesociety at large.

Societal Causes. Certainly one of the most fre-

quently mentioned causes for the problem of juvenile

delinquency in general, and particularlj school

crime, is the matter of'steadily accelerating family

disorganization. Urie Bronfenbnehner, professor of

family studies at Cornell, noted: "IrOterms of such

characteristics as the proportion of working mothers7

number of adults iii the home, single- parent families,

or children born out of wedlock, the middle class

family of today ,increasingly resembles Elle low-income

family of the early nineteen sixties. "11. In a cover

story discussing this issue, Newsweek reported that

the.divorce rate is nearing the 50% level (one

divorce for every two marriages) in the U. S., with

a rapid rising tre&d:in the number of divOrces among

families with children.15 Shockingly, the story

noted that "in.an increasing number of divorce pro-
. 16
ceedings, neither parent.wans the children." Con-

nected'to this family disorganization is a myriad of

startling developments reflecting the deterioration

-19-
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k

orf childhood in this, country:. teen-age drug abuse and

chili alcohokismitru-risiAq at an alarming rate; Child.
C .

abuse is a gr'6wing public hearth problem; the second

s- ..,

,,,...,,most common killer ok Americans between the age of
:, s-%-% . t

s r, e4
_,I.,,,.

-..,14,5 and 4 is suicide; and each year a million child-

-.5: ren, mostly m.ddle- class, run away from home. 1

,

8

On the parental. side of this picture, according

to Margaret Mead, "We have become a society of people

who neglect our ctl4dren, are afraid of children,

find children a surplus instead of tYe raiso ! tre

living,."1' Harvard psychologist Jerome Kaga said

that parents lack consensus on parenting - how
154

.should discipline our children, what we should do

when out' chl,lciren lie. The proliferation of theories

on how 'to parent may signal an eroded confidenceAr"\I

traditional paienting approache,s. According to John.s.,

illbliderson, director for the family service in Detroit,

the result is that parents often feel overwhelmed
r

19by their families.,

Bronfenbrenner.listed,several developments that

have evol ed In recent decades whicliiihave combined to

take a toll on our social orqniza4on -among them

s

occupational mobility, neighborhood breakdown, the
1

separation of residentill, from business areas..1con-
.

soq.idate'd business pstricts, separate pattern of/



social life for different age groups, and the dele-

gation of childcare to outside institutions.
20

If

such developments as these caused family disorganiza-

tion, it can be reasonably concluded that they have

taken a total on our schools too.

Marvin E. Wolfgang, Director of the Center for

Studies in Criminiology and Criminal Law and Profes-

sor of Sociology at the university of Pennsylvania,

alludes to a subculture of violence, which he says

exists in,this country. According to him, in poor

and deprived'areas particularly, the strength and

machismo affectation is really the only available area

for ego and status. But, he says, other aspects of

American culture account for the widespread fascina-
, .;

tion with violence. In a society, for instance, where

family disorganization is'bringing about a deprivation

Of affection in^childrep, and which traditionally has

a- habit of repressiny adolescent sexual behavior,
odo

'41enation and ar;$ression are bounclto rise. Wolfgang
,

points out the inverse relationship-between pleasure

and'viplent'e and insists that a society oriented toward

violence will naturally raise children well adapted to

Viblent:behavior.
2

In the Bayh hearings, a spokesperson from the

NEA noted that television produces twelve hours of

violence which' we tolerate, so what's the excitement.

-21(;



2about five minutes of rough stuff in a classroom?2

And it is no secret that television is being indicted

by many for its preoccupation with violence. The

U. S. Surgeon General's threg-year inquiry into the

impact of TV violence on children revealed: The

More violence and aggression a child sees on TV,

regardless'of'hi.s age, sex or social background, the

more aggressive he it likely to be in his own atti-

tudes and behavior" These effeCts were not limited

to youngsters who are in some way abnormal, but
.4

rather were found in large numbers of perfectly nor-

mal'children."-
)3

The deterioration of ours entire urban-centered

way of life is underscored by the financial crisis of

New York City. Just as have many institutions in

American society, the cities seem to have geown so

large that they can no longer stand. Just as we
4s4.

became fascinated in, the last decade by the supposed

efficiency of centralizing services, we were, for a

long tine, fascinated by the prospect of centralizing

our population in a few well-placed centers. The

result was the creation of a new kind of wilderness,

a tangle of semi-efficierit services and impossible-to-

maintain structures, Just when we seemed' on the

-22-
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threshold of an age of abundance and leisure, we

were suddenly back into the age of scarcity and sur-

vival. 4

In searching tnc horizon foi causes of "vio-

lence and vandalism, the long and difficult 'issues of

poverty and racism are basic considerations. If vioc-

lence is associated with attitude or with 'environment,

or ,with family disorganization;' then poverty and rac-

ism in a capitalist egalitarian society are funda-

mental anomalies which are with us 1976, after

twelve years of a civil rights movement and a war on

poverty.

School Causes. McPartland and McDill suggested

a four-category classification of incidents frequently'

associated with schoOl crime. The first category was

"school attacks, thefts, and withdrawals." In this

category were included such serious,crimes as vandal-

°ism, stealing and physical attacks on teachers or

other students. Also included in this grouping were

high levels of suspensions, absenteeism and reports

to the school office. These kinds of incidents, vary-

ing in seriousness, have one thing in common,

according to McPartland and McDill. They discovered

that there was a correlation,between persons involved

inthese kinds of activities and socio-economic

-23- '
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status. "Although a majority-of poor stu nts.:are

not free from these problems, attacks on persons

and property and withdrawals from shoo appear 'to

be most frequent and most severe for 'udents and

schools from economically depressed amilies and

neighborhoOds." 24

The second category was "drug and alcohol_

. abuse." In this'category,,the au hors reported that

A \
"the correlation appears noticeafIly lower betWeen

° .

socio-economic background chara teristics WIth'drug

or alcohol abuse tivn with other categories of

offenses. "G5

The third categoiY was "-tudent protests and

demonstrations," andhere th relationship td socio-

economics was notably associated with economically

and academically advantaged high school student

bodies. In this category also, these was no et.idence

of the same unceasing trend upward that characterized

the other categories.
26

The fourth category was "r4cial and ethnic ten-

sions." As in the other categories, this one had a

separate set orcharacteristics. 1:1cPartland and

McDill said that this "may be a special case because

it occurs necessarily only.in schools with mixed stu-

dent enrollments, especially where the mix is close,.

-24-



to evenly divided between two identifiable groups."

They added that more study must be done on the

matter of racial mix and its correlation to ten-

sions and to the other tHree Categories.27

McPartland. and McDill maintained that school

responsiveness may have a direct, independent effect

on student offenses, even though they acknowledged

that "most,;of the-variance in rates of youthful

criminality will be explained by'forces that begin

with the larger society."
28

By-responsiveness we mean the degree Co which
schools take specific notice of changes in stu-
dent behavior by distributingrewards for
improvements in desired behaviors, placing
costs on misbehavior and providing access for
students in the schools' decision-making pro
cedures.29

They isolate the grading system if public

schools, the'basic way schools respOnd to (reward)

student behavior, in an effort to learn how respon-

.sive the grading syslem is to student behavior and

how this system relates to student offenses. They

found, first, that a "significant number of indi-

viduals continually receive punishments rather than

rewards at report card time," no matter what their

social deportment might be, indicating that grades

are a very unresponsive reward system. Second, they

found that a chronic lack of success in school



(grades being the measure) is significantly,related

to th e,probabill.tif of student disciplinary problems.

. . . the findings that grades are unresponsive
to'a significant fraction of students, and these
students arethe ones more likely to be commit-
ting' serious offenses in school, indicates that
the responsiveness of a school's reward system
is a contributing factor to serious student
offenses.30

Aesides looking at the matter of rewards in con-

sidering school responsiveness, McPartland and McDill

looked at what they termed "costs." Involved in this

were how schools (1)'make it,moredifficult to commit '

an offense, (2) ineredse thechance that the offender'

will certainly be caught, (3) enhance the system of

handling accused students, or (4) increase the effec-

tiveness of punishments for students who are found

guilty.
31

In this area fall various security mea-

sures, the matter of schddl discipline, and the ques-

tion of. if and how schools can handle punishments'of

offenders. The authors illustrated the importance of

the consideration of "cost" by asserting that, no cost

, at all has been rendered a chronic truant by suspend-

ing him or,Ser. If suspenpion is, indeed, a punish-

ment, there is no appropriate cost in it to the ruiz

dent who chronically chooses exclusion from school.

The authors recognize that the implications for match-.

ing cost to the student being punished, rather than

(-26-
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to the crime, will mean different punishments for

different offenders, and would require considerable

judgment. It, would also reflect considerable respon-

siveness.

Finally, they consider the matter of respon-

siveness in schools via "access." Generally, in

.this area they are speaking of access to the deci-

sion-making Process, and it is divided into two

parts: acverning decisions and consumer decisions.

Governing decisions involve broad student participa-

tion in the setting of rules and codes of behavior.

The authors found a highly significant relationship

between participation and minimum disciplinary prob-

lems. Consumer decisions involve enfording the

rules set in the governing decisiortaking, and by

having some say in the matter of ac demic assign-
.

ments and classroom directions.
32

McPartland and McDill's final point is that all

of these notions of how schools are organized and how

they might be reformed overlook the matter that a.

school of 1,300 students is a difficult setting for"
4

establishing a tone of responsiveness.

In its impersopalness, a big school cannot give

. as much attention to specific needs and rewards stu-

dents require. In the anonymity of a largetschool,.

- 27-



misbehavior can go unnoticed, thus reducing the cost'

to the student for that misbehavior and encouraging

more and broader types of disruptive activity. In

addition, on this point, there is considerable evi-

dence that outsiders are responsible for a signifi-

proportion of the violence taking place during the

day_. These outsiders may be students who are already

expelled, non-students who wander in or Students

truant from other schools. The anonymity of the

large school often erves to camouflage the activi-

ties of persons the school whoo-are not enrolled

and who ?lave no business there..

Finally, the large school can hardly provide

access to the processes of governing and consumer

tlec,ision-making which individual students need in

order to have a sense of ownership in the tasks and

the processes of their schooling. The authors'found

that the size of a school was positively related to

principal's' reports of the extent and seriousness of,*..

a wide range of student offen5es.33

The work of McPartland-and McDill has been

elaborated here because of its'breadth, and because

of its hard empirical ipta. Many of the poins they

make are matters of specialization for other research

organizations.
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For instance, much ground.is being covered in

the matter of discipline. There is debating that

this is a probliiibot.-1T117757-78757flions - a 1974 Gal-
,

lup poll surveyed adults and high school students one

their opinion of the major difficulty in schools.:

lack of discipline. The disagreement came in how

that discipline was to be resurrected. Robert Phay

strongly recommended the involvement of students in

developing student codes, in an effort toward

increased schoow l responsiveness by granting access.
, Ne

The, NEA says that permissiveness and lax discipline
# .

are such problems in,the schools that many local NEA

associations are demanding firm and en orceable lis-

4iP line r gulations in their contract . Like the

problem Q alc4olism and drug addit1on in teen-

agers, the lack of discipline may bs a societal

matter which is only spilling into the schools.

. -

Also,rin regard.to discipline, the Bayh subcom-

mittee report quoted results of /a study which found

that numerous instottutions acrgss the country have

teachers, administrators, and students "embroiled ...tn
tj.

constant on-going disputes over restrictions do

dress, hair style, smoking, hall passes, student news-

papers and a myriad of other aspects of school lite."

-29=
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Attempts to dontrol clothes and hair styles were

actually taking a toll on the educative environment

rather than enhancing it in many, of the schools sur- '

veyed.
36

8rdhfenbrenner, the National Association of

Secondary,School Principals (in their statement at

the CEDaR conference on school-viglence) and many

others have noted that the world of adults and thd

"youth culture" are separate orienAtations. For

-/ears, the his insisted upoh41mproved student-

teacher ratios to improve the instructional eSpect

of schools. Many believe an improved adolescent-

adult ratio in schools might have a positive'Offect

on student behaNflor. In the terms of McPartland and

McDill, this would be an effort to enhance responsive-

ness through cost, in that it would be more likely

that misbehavior, would be observed and quickly and,

certainly dealt with. Logic would suggest that to

isolate 1,300 adolescents in oie big building over a

nine-month period might result in wiylespread disci-

pline problems for 200 adult supervisors.

.Just as the Children's Defense Fund asserted

that schools were applying the punishment of suspen-

sion arbitrarily and with ;a certain racial bias, Alan

Levine of the New York Civil Liberties Cfnion defended .1.
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the'rights. of students, which he feels schools rou-

tinely violate. Levine called for.a free student

press, fairer disciplinary 5rocedures, and a guaran-

teed grievance process when students have complaints

about school personnel and Policies. He said:

So long as there are thousands of students
who enter school every year who will,never
graduate, and thousands who are inexplicably
prombted but ca# barely read or write; and
thousands who get tracked into classes in
which=little Or no leerning takes place, and
thousands who are subjected to arbitrary and
oppressive rules and the discriminatory
enforcement of those rules, schools will con-
tinue to breed anger, resentment and frustra-
tion, andothey will be places where violence
may etbpt at any,time.3'

Just as the isolation of adolescents away from

adults may be bound to breed an unstable environment;

so might that very situation be furler intensified

in alternative schools,' Levine felt.

V
Such ,p.cilities for students with so-called
behavior problems have a long history in many
sc5Ool systems. Always they were to be places

"that would have specially-trained teachers,
working with specially-designed materials in
specially-designed curricula. Almost invari-
ably, they have turned into dumping grounds
for all the students nobody else wanted. Pre-
dictably the extra resources that were to make
those facilities work were not forthcoming;
financially pressed school systems arethardly

,(1..a.kely to lavish limited monies_on those stu-
dents who have been labeled rejects.39

It has often been po inted out that the isolation

of a student with discipline problems among a whole
/

lation of chsillten with disciplinesyroblems
,

school
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and other learning impediments, unless handled very

carefully and skillfully, can doom a child to a self-

image of being '&-deviant and a life that is'the self-
.

fulfilling prophecy of that self-image: Undoubtedly,0

however, many alternative schools in this country do

meet the standards originally' envisioned and provide

valuable learning alternatives.

Finally, there has been something repressive

about the reporting procedure for school cr,,Imes
P

which, in attitudes and tendencies of 'tchool adminis-

trators, resembles the age-old social anxiety of par-
. .

ents of unwed mothers. A teacher from Missouri stated

in the Bayh subAlmittee hearings that shitips -.

assaulted in her classroom, and the principalkof her

school hushed tlie matter up. 4n
Similarly; when the

subcommittee was'' collecting the data from the 757

school districts, several coopeated only on the con-
A

dition that the data from their school' systemS remain.

ArSecret. The entire matter of reporting school vio-

lence and vandalism reflects a certain attitude

people have about the problem. The perplexing varia-,

bility of definitions, data classifiCation and collec-

tion methods, and record keeping makes it difficult

to get an accurate national picture of what is going

on. Recotds for average daily attendance, which are



r
connected to schdol funding, are far more conscien-

tiously maintained. There is eve \y indication that

this problem will not go away until we fully under-

stand it and begin talking about it, and we cannot

understand it until'some uniform classifications (it

is actually less -important that they be the exact

"right" classifications than that they be uniform)

are adopted. Even after nounderstand the problem,

there is along road ahead. But to suppress informa-

tibn or to block the effective-collection of data Is

_ to become a part of the problem rather than the

solution.

A .



SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS

Predictably,- special interest' groups have come

forward from everywhere to suggest that they have

research to indicate that their programhelpst,solve

the problem of violence and vaValism in the schools.

Often the researc is,more a sales function than an

attempt to,discove'r the truth of the matter. This is

nQ,t always the case, however. Many organizations and

associations have labored.bfig hours to discover

incremental reforms and Innovations and long -range

0 methods to reduce the problem. In many cases the

actual articulation of an identified cause is the

suggestion for reform. For instance, once the grad-

ing system is identified as a problem in,that it

fails to meet the reward needs of a siqnificant.num-

ber of students, one can assume the schools should

expand their reward system and perhaps reform the
0

grading system so that it rewards a child's progress

relative to him/herself rather than constantlY,com-

paring him or her to other students.. In many

cases; solutions do not get much more specific, and

this is often a cause of frjistration. The following

Is a presentation of solutions, all of which are

incremental in scope, and most of ,thich will takes,:..,
.

effort, iMa ination anti, in some uses, money tot
.
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,implement.

As community eddeatgrs read through this, list

,of solutions, they will see items which closely

relate to practices firmly grounded in community edu-

cation philosophy. Citizen involvement and student

5articipation, agency interaction and the spirit of
O

broad cgoperation,anejwidely recognized as important

aspects of any effective solution addressing violence

and vandalism, in schools or on the street. In more

and more communities around the nation, community

leaders and school administrators are turning to com-

munity education to address this huge problem in

their locales. The community education, philosophy

and practice will carry community education practi-

: tionerp a long way, Jout eventually the job' becomes a

matter of imagination and creativityt'as well as of

applying prove5techniques. At that time, it is

hoped the following suggested solutidns will be of

help. . 4

Suggested immediate security measures. In .the

debate over solutions, none is moreNh4-ated than the

.discussion'of "procePs" solutions versus the Whole

'vange of security measures. McPartland and McDill
4;

seem to effeCtiverly pose the crux of the matter:

"They say security hardware reduces the costsof

-35-



vandalism. The question is what amount of savings

through decreased vandalism and increased'safety

measures justifies what level of expenditures?"
40

Weighing the question of security steps versus ldng-

range "process" answers, Dr. Harvey Scribner, former

Chancellcr of New York City schools, may have sounded

the sanest-compromise by insisting that the question

is not an either/or matter but rather an issue of

where the emphasis is to be placed. The following,

suggestions are representative of the vast number of

praCtical short-range solutions school people around,

the country are implementing:

- to combat violence and vandalism from indi-
viduals not enrolled, limit entrancq and
exits for netrmal use and institute an ID
check system run by students; in extreme
cases, the system could Ye. run by a police-
pefson or security guard.

- 90%freduction in off-hours school vandalism
has beeh reported with the use of sophisti-
cated,new intrusional alarm motion detection
devices.

several schoOl systems have provided an on-
grounds mobile home unit free of chargeiP
exchange for watching the school plant in
off-hours.

6

several urban school systems have been forced
to use the extreme measure of having police
obserVer hovering in a helicopter above,the

..

school playground, in constant communkcation
with earth-bound police. ?._

.--',

, 1 ,

roving police patrols have been -u-sed an maiy-
urban schools, and many schtic4s even outside-
the urban centers have resorted to con1'inuou

, "
36 -.
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police presence in the school building.

- ground flooF window grilling prevents many
break-ins during off - hours.

security lighting of outside school areas
and isolated indoor "trouble spots" has
proven effective in many school systems.

undercover security personnel have been
resorted to in systems in which drug's and
prostitution marketing are carried on in
school halls.

in some'schools a police officer has been
assigned'to the school in an effort to
improve police rapport with students so that
students willbe more inclined to report
misbehavior, vandalism, etc. This police-
person is more in the nature of a school-
police relations liaison than a security
guard.

schools in which there are racial tensions
might try hall patrols,with, for instance,
a black /and a white student working together.

schools which are in dangerous or unstable
neighborhoods,might consider the "safety
street" concept, in which a high security
street leading to school is instituted;
maxipum,police and student volunteer efforts`
are exerted to guarantee the safety of any-
one walking to schopl on this street.

;),

Harvard's Architecture/ Research Office
recommends changes in the 'school plant which
will accommodate the need for non-maliciou''S
damage such as graffiti, accidental glass
breakage and "attractive nuisances" such
as various kinds of protruding hardware.

'also in the line of architecture, for systems
considering building new schools, there is
& whole study of architecture which antici-
pates the problem of vandalism.

- one school which conducted programs twenty-
four hours a day but which found it too
expensive to pay for a continuing police

-37-
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presence offere o the police department
coritizuing use of its weight room and gym-
nasium facilities and in that way got police
traffic in 'the hallways of the school.

These types of measures go as far as the imagi-

nation of concerned citizens are willing to taste

them. The entire area of tightening security 'in the

sch6ols is repulsive to some. Psybhologists Craig

Haney and Philip Zimbardo found in their study that

vandalism and destruction may at times represent

attacks against an obvious symbol of the oppression

of youth.
41 Marian Edelman of the Children's

DefenSe Fund was concerned that the massive publicity

about school violence-would bring about an extreme

reaction, converting schools into armed camps -..an

atmosphere hardly more educative than the one which

prevailS tod y.
42 Still, it is clear that, ke some

schools in some settings, immediate and firm secuKity
, .

action must be taken, and the caution againstlover-

reaction is simply part of the job of a responsible
f

administrator who seeks to return Order to the hall-

ways of his or her school.
4

Beyond the immediate, short-range necessity of

security measures is an entire frontier of long-range

considerations. The community educator will recog-

nize these solutions as the "process" orientation.

-As- 4
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Suggested long-range process measures. Inher-

ent in the concept of process, and probably the

aspectof it which makes it a long-range matter, is

its dependence on attitOlp change. There has been' \

wide recognition of the fact that some time ado,

Americans suddenly began to feel like strangers to

the very institutions which were serving them. It

was abruptly realized that government had evolved out

of the principle of being o', by end for the people

and was somehow operating/separa ely from the main-

stream af.American life. When involvement of citi-

zens in national processes returned once, again as a

4guiding principle,it was discoveredthat'both the

institutions, and the citizens involved were rusty..

In the 1960's the Participatory process received vast

publicity and widespread recognition, but for the

most part, in retrospect, involvement was somewhat of
0-

-a token nature. It was clear that considerable atti-

tude change was going to haVe to take place before the

process realized its potential in the democracy. The

following suggested measures represent a renewed faith

in the principle of participation and broad involve-

ment applied to the problem of school violence and

vandalism:

-39-
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- beginnirig with an activist exampje, a Mis-
souri teacher testified to the Bayh subcom-
mittee that violence and vandalism were out
of hand in her school and the administra-
tion w,as not recognizing the problem; she
organized a strike that took the form of a
"dialogue day" in which the teachers in
the school stopped teaching and began talk-

, 1ng about the problem with each other, with
the community, with the media and eventually
with the administrators.

a massive effort 'teaming village trustees, a
PTA' task force on school vandalism, and

- schoolidystrict administrators managed to
'0:1 fgnd, on an experimental basis, a projec't

in which pilot schools received a dollar
for each student enrolled - this money- was
to be spent in repairing the work of van-
dals Auring the school year, and whatever
remained of the money at the end was to be
spent according to the wishes of the stu-
dents;,students immediately organized to
minimize vandalism and determine through
broad involvement how the money would be
spent. ,Vandalism was abruptly reduced,
and the project-'was adopted system-wide
(South Sanjrancisco Unified-School Dis-
trict).

- an NBA resolution on the problem of van-
dalism called for local teachers, parents
and students to work together,designing
and evaluating a code of behavior for
schools, then enfOrcing it.

- by means of daytime admit education ,

classes, volunteer programs ab4 the cen-
tering of certain community services in
the school, the problem of the segrega-
tion of age groups has been addressed by
improving the adoles'dent-adult ratio in
the schools.

- Whatever system of'discipline is Adopted,
it must be fairly, consistently and Stead-
ily,enforced; and it must be published,
distributed and understood by every per-'
son whose day'is spent in the schools.

'4



7 if there is a violence problem in the
schools, parents should immediately be
alerted formally by the administration
instead of finding out by community
rumor; this school- community communica-
tion is the first step toward a solution,
and is easier if the school the community
have steadily communicated prioi to an
emergency.

however, only alerting the parents is not
enough; they must be engaged in the task
of determining and implementing necessary
changes, including establishing alterna-
tive curricula.

the communication lines open, the community
can be a resource to solving the school vio-
lence problem and the school can fully recip-
rocate by becoming a forum for determining
appropriate changes to improve the situation
in the community (the assumption being that a
serious sch9.1 violence and vandalism problem
rarely exists in the vacuum of a community
free .of these problems) .

in order to broaden the responsiveness of
the school, various reward systems should
be instituted in schools where only a
minority of students excel academically.

various decision-making functions should
eicist for students in schools in order to
widen the student sense of acces, hence
ownership, in the school; these functions
might be administrative, curricular, and/
or in regard to extra-curriculars, and
mighttlso include involv.ement with the
community'advisory council in community
as well'as in school matters; not only
does this-enhance the responsiveness of
the school, but it also trains a genera-
tion of future community members in the
art and still of involvement in a par-
ticipatory democracy.

n schools must come to a new recognition
of student rights if students are ever-to
'come to a recognition of the importance
of schools; the importance ofsdue process
in disciplinary matters cannot be-over-
emphasized.
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schools should begin to accept the neces-
sity to free up the student press in order
that students can under'stan'd the responsi-
bilities and burdens of freedom rather than
'laboring and resisting under the weight of
over-guidance and restriction.

teachers with good rappor,t among Students
should be enlisted to keep in relatively
constant touch with school drop-outs, keep-
ing the lines of communication open between
dropl.outs and the school.

involvement especially of bored and reac-
tive students should be enlisted in school-
community efforts to designynnovations to
meet the needs of, bored a reactive stu-
dents.

in secondary schools, special problems
classes might be offered in which teachers
with good rapport and expertise in by-oup
dynamics and the handling of aggres4ion
open up critical local and school issues
for dialogue as a learning- experience -
community invited.

- grading might be individualized rather than
relentlessly relegating certain individuals
to the lower end of a statistical bell-
curve.

- several students, teachers and community
members might be formed into crisis niter-

.
vention teams, with training being a matter
for credit for involv.ed students. ,

punishments for ,infractions should be a
matter of real cost to guilty students; to
sutpend a chronie truant is a

appropriate cost; parents should
always be involved in the determination
of what an appropriate punishment is -
many cases; the involvement of the parents
in itself provides%amPle cost (remember
that "cost" here is being used after the
work of MpPartland anti McDifl and does not
mean specifically a matter of money,
although sometimes making a student pay ,for
damages is appropriate punishment.)

-42-
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- vocational education and alternative educa-
tion should be conducted in a. school system
free of pejorative implications; these
should°not be institutions for segregating
away students who deviate, but should exist
to broaden the curricular variety available
to all

- through the community advisory council and
-other avenues of community Involvement,
cooperative relationships with business and
industry and government should be set up in
order to provide community-based learning
opportunities.

- schools should maintain a liaison with the
juvenile courts.

in the long run; schools should begin to
consider returning to smaller school plants
and smaller student populations under a,
single-house roof; in the meantime, school
staff attention should be given to_combat-
ing,the anonymity and impersonalness of
large schools.

- in a certain sense, the confrontation of
diverse groups of educators and other com-

-Nunity members with problems is a process
solution in itself; wherev-er there is
.involvement on a wide.scale, there, is
shared responsibility, a sense of commu-
nity,,the power of nergy and the' opening-
of communication lin s, all of which serve
to solve problems .o the .present and lay
the solid groundw rk for quickly finding
solutions to problems which are not yet
foreseen.

there is considerable evidence.th'af some
of a child's most important years are in
his or her pre-school life; it is fully
within the realm of a community educator
to help in bridging the gap between the
school and the home. Especially in cases,
in which there is evidence of instability
at home or difficulties in parenting, cer-
tain programs could be instituted on the
order of a kind of "home-bound kindefgar-
ten," in which the teachel. and the parent

-43,-
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work together in the child's home in order
to make the best of those crucial develop-
mental. years. In this kind of,,a program,
the effort is as much to help the parent
in teaching the child as in teaching the
child di7rectly, so that the child's learn-
ing can go on even when the teacher is not
present. If it is the goal to improve the
entire environment' for people, in the field
of community education, .surely the home is
as proper an area to give attention to
change as is the school or community and
in the case of violence and vandalism,
there is a demonstrated and documented
benefit to making those early years good
ones for a child.

- the National Advisory Commission on Crimi-
na JusticeStandards and Goals recommended
tAaC pilot projects be established encour-
aging selected neighborhood parents to be
trained, qualified and employed as teachers
in the,home.

one task for a community advisory council
might be to get teacher-5 and parenEs to sit
down and determine ways of using the home
as a learning environment.

in keeping with the'hoveipointthat
chi.dren's early years are very'irlporta'nt
in 'regard to self-esteerlias well as aca-
demic competence, schooffs should begd4z to
entertain shifting monetary and other;\
resource emphases from high school to ro

early elementary years. -6)

42.

there is an entire fieleof thought surround- '
ing reality based curricula. *:reality-based
alternative educatiordmdd41 might. be sug-
gested in iihich learning aoncretized by
real-world glimpses, which are,reasons in
themselves for why certain things erg., taught
in `school. This curriculum wouldViLeMonstrate.
the relevance ofyschool curricula while pro-
viding a context for learning. As has been
pointed out, however., it is important'that. ,
such an alternative school as this,have



general school population and is not limited
to the bored, rAirctive or "problem" student.

it has been pointed out' that most vandal-
ism of ma4cir proportions takes place
between 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. Extended use of
the facility, twelve months a year, seven
days a week, and in the evenings, reduces
the time wherfr the school is dark and Vul-
nerable. Action on this point in many
school districts might require a look at
statutes and laws, some very archaic,
'which pertain to school Use.

- the whole school community must be involved
in the search for education dollars and for
solutions to education and community prob-
lems which cost littlg or nothing.

- in certain cases students might be encouraged to
leavg school if they have considered the signif-
icance of the step, and the schools and
the community should have a procedure for
helping such a sersbn find his or her way
.outside.the school, whether it be by pro-

.,

viding.continuing counseling or by helping
him or her make the best of his or her days
outside of school; again, this is a matter
of increased school risponsivenss.

Community Education and Juvenile Delinquency:

Sunnyvale.' Because many specific concentrations in

community education programs and p'rocesses have

been identified as helpful in the effort to curb

school violence and vandalism, many school aistricts

are turning to community education precisely fbr

reasons of confronting local problems of delinquency

and school vandalism. An exalhple is the case of Sun-

nyvale, California.
14 3 In 1971 a viable, successful

Sunnyvale community schools program, "looking to

-45-
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expand," sent off a proposal to the California Council

On Criminal Justice. The proposal, entitled "The

Action Model to Combat Juvenile Delinquency," was

funded for three years, focusing on North Sunnyvale.

The goals were (1) to form a positive -sense of

community, (2) operate programs to prevent youth

crime, (3) enlist widespread community and agency

support in deterring delinquency l'(4) reduce vandal-

ism, truancy and school suspensions,and(5) diverf

problem teenagers from the juvenile justice systeM.

Ilvachieving these goals, John Gee, coordi-

antor`of the'Sunnyvale project, emphasized the impor-.

tance of the philosophy shared by the six school

directors and eight part-time college students who

?
staffed the effort.

11

The role of the director-is defined as an
"organizer", a community energizer. Programs
are tools, almost gimmicks, to create communi-
cation throU4-n.involvemenV. -People-discover
that they have a lot in common. Community is
built this.way . . . There is no "How to do it"
manual on building a community. The goal is
taken as the terminalltresult. People are asked
to chart the results needed, step bPstep, to
reach this final result . . . Community School
philosophy demands collective action and shared
responsibility. People"Work together as equals
with different roles. Decision-making is not
placed in the hands of a few. When the problem
is identlfied, tasks are divided up among e\Try-
one. People provide service for each other.

The results in North Sunnyvale were significant:

40e
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- 33% reduction in vandalism while it was ris-
ing in neighboring schools.

- 26% reduction inre'ferrals to juvenile proba-
tion department compared to 16.3% reduction
in the rest of the County.

a specitkl program for those averaging less
than 50% attendance brought their attendance
to an average 83%, and the high school
adopted that special program on a permanent
bgsis.

- prior to the community school program, sus-
pensions were at an annual 112; in the second
year of the program, suspensions were under

, 50.

students were involved in initiation, super--
vision and grievance handling; fights in the
school were reduced from 3 per day to 4 per
Month.

cost benefit; cost for a director and sup-
port, $24,800; benefit, $68,000,

But more important than the statistics were

the intangible benefits, the individual success stor-

ies, the changing of an individual community.4 con-
_

cept oftitself. 1

Henry Daniels andeJohn Palmer have documented

vandalism reduction through community education in

urban Dade County, Florida and rural Alma, Michigan

respectively. We know from intuition and word of

mouth that community education projeots are helping

communities and schools out of the problem of vari.7

bus kinds of school crime in Wheeling, West Vir-

ginia; Fairfax, Virginia; the Upper Peninsula, Michi-

gdn;' Aurora, Colorado; and the list goes on and on.



4'

In every case you read and hear about, the

inevitable basic item in the effectiveness of these_

programs is the involvement of people. As community

educators, we have to remember that it is that

involvement, whether you call it community educa-
.

tion or something elSe, that gets the job done.

There is no evidence in the literature that any- .

thing will.be accomplished if a school system or

0
a school community enbraces the philosophy and con-.

cept of community education and takes on the name of

community education without taking on the practice -

hard-core participation by a broad base of_the cpm-

munity in real decision-making and problem-solvin4.

Currently in community education, much research*
is being provided by community education interns and

graduate fellows. While this research is desperately

needed, it is generallyattitudinal, .someWtiat descrip-
*

tive, often very narrow and academic. Another kind

of research is also nee, d, and it can best be accom-

plished by documenta successes and failures

by community educators coor nating and directing

prog a i t e field. Thilinformation could' be

disseminated 'through variouSACEA publicatioris so

that other community educators can benefit from the

experience. This sort of activity is going on right

-48-
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now,, but it could take place on a much broader
,

scale to/everyone's benefit."

The Matter. of Legislation. In the federal pic-

ture, "The Safe Schools Act" was introduced in L571

as.H.R. 10641, and again in 1972 as H.R. 2650 (with

a'cbmpanion measure introduced in the Senate as

S. 485). Basically the bill was a security-oriented

law, providing for improved training for school

security people, fUnds for the latest exotic security

hardware, funding for student identification systems

and training for_"parent patrols" in order to increase

adult presence in the 'schools. Many 'schools desper-
.

.ately needed this kind of legislation. No further

action was taken after a few hearings in 1971 and a

few more in 1972. It.was only when the "Safe

Schools Study Act" was submitt thaeaction was

taken: This legislation becaMe part of the "Elemen-

tary and Secondary Education Amendments of 1974,"

H.R. 69. The "Safe Schools Study Act" was more a
-,-

"study" act than a ';safe schools" act. The questions

whichbome to' mind are', "if thi, study is necesaary4,t

. .

what good was the study conducted by the Bayh ju4i-

xiary subcommitteen and "When-cal? we expebf '!.safe
,cs

,

schools' legislation?" _The rsafschoolS study' is
,

to be submitted to Cbhqress )51, December i, 1976. The

HI
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, question which may be in the minds of legislators,

and perhaps explains some of the hesitancy to ask, is

"Can you lick the problem of school violence and

vandalism with money?" There are arguments on, all

sides of these points, butNshe basic thing that

comes through is that a commun educator who wants

to confront these problems in his her school .

-

community has many initial steps s/he an take with
N.'

local resources, and s /he need not hold his.orkier,

bseath fon federal support.

Many states, notably 'lorida (the Bayh subcom-

mittee preliminary report calls-Florida's "Safe
;

Schools Act" the-most comprehensive of all), have

school security legislation. Characterized by money

for fines and rewards, further study and school

security hardware, these acts are generally similar

in direction to the ill-fated H.R. 10641. Florida,

however, is now drafting legislation which will

expand, perhaps even change the basic thrust of,,

their "Safe Schools Act" in order to incorporate

innovative progr,e/rs. Perhaps the wisdom of Florida's

experience will be reflected in the December 1 'Safe

SOhools Study 'Act" report to the.U. S. Congress.

In the meantime, cbmmunity educators might con.-

sider'looking to juvenile justice programs for:

funding. These provisions differ from state to state.,

5 t)-



A FINAL COMMENT

One of the errors of the Great Society was the
% * a

unrealistic heightefiing of expectations. There is -

no need td-do-that here. Possibly, some schools and

communities Are embroiled in such a tangle of soci-

etal and organizational disasters that even vast
o

initiatives of leadership, money and imagination.

might not improve the situation-in the impact zone.

There is the example of the West Coast urban school

which experiences 100 percent turnover in a single

year: There is the example ofrthe industrial city

which, from time to_time, experiences a nearly 50

percent unemployment rate. Similar difficult situ-
.

ations exist throughout the country. It would be

understandable if the liSt,of solutions as presented,

here wouldseemalmost useless in such situations:

The implications communities such as that have

for thd viability of our national system and our cul-

ture in the nation's third century would p.rpvide con-
6 -,-

sidertable material for a very' sobering look. In the

meantime, it issafe to assume realistically that

just as culturfs rise.and fall, so do communities, so

do school sxstems,'so do statistics;' and the height'

.
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of the rise and depth of the fall generally depend

on the willingness and ability of the populations

involved to steer their own course and the Willing-

ness and ability of their leadership to let' them.

1.



Footnotes

, 1, These statistics are all derived from,thePre-
. liminary Report of the Subcommittee to IAVesti-

gate Sbvenile Delinquency, based on Investiga-.
tions, 1971-75,Nincludingtheir survey which
covered 1970-73. It is a 40-page document,
exceedingly informative, if somewhat political,
in Places. This document, transcripts of depo-
sitions from the hearings and the committee's
voluminous final rebOrt (released after prepar-
ation of this pamphlet), can be acquired by writ-
ing to the following address:

Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency
Room A504,
'U. S.- Senate
Washington, D.o: 20510

4t )

Preliminary Report of the Subcommittee to Inves-
tigate Juvenile Delinquency; p. 3.
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the CEDaR Conference. Also see his The Measure -
ment. of Delinquency and his The Subculture of
Violence.

it. Subcommittee hearings, Testimony of the NEA,
p. 4.

Preliminary Report, p. 14.

24. The contribution of McPartland and McDill at the
CEDaR Confeg,gnce was immeaOrble. Their major
paper "Research on Crime-in the Schools" is
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other presented at the conference will be
compiled, and publication s planned.
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33. Ibid., p. 25. Also at the CEDaR Conference,
Michael Marvin sounded considerable concern for
school size. His organization, funded through
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration at
Research for Better Schools, Inc., has studied
the problem of violence and vandalism in depth.
For information:

Research for Better Schools, Inc.
1700 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 79103

34. Preliminary Report, p. 8.

35. Ibid., p. 3.'

36. Ibid., p. 11.

37. Notes. from Marvin's talk, CEDaR Conference.
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SObcommittee hearings,, Edelman, p. 5.

43. Sohn S. Gee, Crime Prevention.ReView (July, 1974)%
All subsequent statistics4ndkinformation on Sun-
nyvale are derived from tills well- written report.

44. Ibid., p. 27.

45. Rossi (1972) has interesting things to say about
action research. The Gee article in Crime Pre-
vention. Review is a use in point.
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